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Art opens up to all

Oxfordshire Artweeks sees studios being opened up to visitors and exhibitions being held all over the
county this month. Each of the three weeks has a different regional focus beginning with Oxford (May
7 to 15) and followed by South Oxfordshire (May 14 to 22) and North Oxfordshire (May 21 to 20).
As things get under way, executive director Esther Lafferty reveals some of her highlights for 2016
BECKY PATON
May 7 to 27, 10am to 5pm
The Covered Market,
Oxford OX1 3DY
beckymosaics.co.uk
Becky Paton’s big, bold and ambitious
mosaics are each nearly a metre in
diameter and it’s no mean feat to lift
them, yet the delicacy of the mosaic is
stunning and each face animates as
they catch the changing light.
Oxfordshire born and bred, Paton
lives in Beckley with her family.
“My mother, Rosemary Wise, is a
botanical artist and illustrator and
my father was a keen photographer,
so there was always something
creative happening at home,” she
says.
“I wanted to be an artist from the
moment I picked up a pencil.”
Her passion for mosaics stems from
her love of “sticking things down”.
“I always enjoyed collage which
morphed beautifully into mosaic as
I studied public art and design at
Chelsea School of Art,” says Paton.
“My materials come from every
corner: if I find a tile I like I’ll hoard it
until I have the perfect place for it, and
that could be three years later.
“I also use lots of recycled materials:
my favourite is broken car window
because it isn’t sharp, it breaks into
interesting shapes, and is wonderfully
reflective.”
Paton also loves to use fossils in
her mosaics and in her recent striking
portrait of Elizabeth I (for which
Tilda Swinton was the muse) she has
included ammonites in the queen’s
hair, both real and mosaiced.
“The finishing piece of my
degree was a large scale mosaic
highlighting fossils and their time
periods, which now lives in – and
has occasional outings within – the
Oxford University Museum of Natural
History,” she says.
Paton enjoys playing around with
portraits, so that the subject appears
to be engaging with the viewer
wherever they are standing.
“It’s very important to me that my
work isn’t static. It should change,
glisten and almost wink at you when
you walk past,” she says.
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JOHANNES VON STUMM
Studio at South Fawley Farm, near Wantage
OX12 9NL
May 14, 15 and 18 to 22, 11am to 6pm
Johannes von Stumm grew up in Munich
making 3D objects in the cellar of his
parents’ house. At college, however, his life
drawing tutor dissuaded him from planning
a career as a sculptor, warning him of the
grim realities of being an artist: no money,
a disillusioned family and a rusty old car!
Von Stumm took this advice and went to
university to read law and politics but the lure
of being a sculptor was too great.
“And then even when I was studying fine
art the professor told me that granite and
glass were an impossible alliance which
would never work,” he says. “However, I had
grown up in the Alps where water, stone and
wood are seen together in beautiful natural
combinations so this was an irresistible
challenge for me.
“I persevered and experimented and,
after several years and a lot of broken glass,
I finally developed a way of joining the
opposing forces of the different materials in
an inseparable and interdependent form as a
carpenter might join two pieces of wood.”
JAN HARVEY
May 21 to 30, 11am to 6pm
The Garden Gallery, Shipton-underWychwood OX7 6DG
janharveyartist.wix.com/jan-harvey
Jan Harvey, a painter, writer and
life coach, is a synesthete – having a
neurological condition in which two
or more of the five senses normally
experienced separately are joined together.
Harvey experiences colours as she hears
words. From her earliest years, Harvey
heard everything as colours and it wasn’t
until she was in her early 30s that she
realised she had a “condition”.
“Most children under five think in
colour to a greater or lesser extent but
lose this ability as they grow up,” Harvey
says. “However, a few people retain it
and it’s said that artistic people are more
likely to keep synaesthesia into adulthood”
When Harvey hears a number or a
letter, she sees a colour – one is white,
two is a mid-dark blue, three a bright
emerald green and four is orange, and so
on.
“I’ve never met a fellow synesthete
who shares my colours. I remember
being horrified when my doctor told me
his Wednesday is yellow. It can’t be!
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PAUL THOMAS
The Red House, 77 Littleworth, Benson
OX10 6LY
May 14 to 21, 11am to 6pm
After 30 years as political cartoonist at the
Daily Express, The Independent on Sunday,

Wednesday is a bright white with a tinge
of grey at the centre,” she says.
“I’ve met about four [other synesthetes].
We’re quite rare. We’re also endlessly
fascinating at parties where people love to

and other
newspapers
Paul Thomas
hosts his first
Artweeks event,
offering tips and
demonstrations
about cartooning and
drawing in general.
Thomas characterises
himself a professional cynic:
“My role was to be rude about
the people who are trying to tell us all
what to do and to make people laugh on
daily basis.”
Visitors will have a chance to see a
selection of original cartoons spanning
several decades, alongside pen and ink
drawings of Oxfordshire and a new series of
colourful images created for his humorous
book, An Unreliable History of Tattoos, which
was published earlier this spring.
“People can take tattoos and what they
represent so seriously,” says Thomas. “I
wanted to take a different approach and have
some fun, and so although the book is loosely
based on historical fact, from cavemen,
through ancient civilisations to British kings
and queens, and current celebrities, it’s mild
truth overlaid with humour and invention.”

hear their name colours!”
Unsurprisingly Jan’s art is very colourled and her paintings are vibrant, bright
and bold with some daring combinations
of colour.
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CRABBY TAYLOR
Wilcote Studios, Hunts Copse, Wilcote
Riding OX7 3DX
May 21 to 30,11am to 6pm
Ceramicist Crabby Taylor travelled at
length in Asia – Hong Kong, Sri Lanka,
Thailand, Burma and Nepal amongst
other countries – before settling down in
Oxfordshire to raise a family.
Taylor’s memories of the Far East have
had a lasting influence on her ceramics. “I
even formed many early pieces in the base
of a wok,” she explains.
Using wax for textured effect, iron for

a rusty hue, copper for green and even
banana for purple, the creation of each
ceramic piece is a dirty, laborious and
often frustrating process: for every piece
that reaches completion, many have fallen
by the wayside from thermal shock.
Each piece is fired to approximately
1,000°C in an old metal dustbin before
being smothered in smouldering sawdust
for several days. Working in her
Chipping Norton garden, and Wilcote
studio Taylor wears gauntlets, goggles
and a respirator to protect herself from
the heat and smoke.

ROSE WALLACE
St John the Evangelist Church, Iffley Road,
Oxford OX4 1EH
May 7 to 15, various times
Rose Wallace is a ceramic artist whose
contemporary figures are quietly narrative
harking back to a Victorian era. Wallace
finds much of her inspiration in 18th
century Staffordshire Flatbacks, humble
ornaments, affordable to the masses
and destined for the mantelpiece, which
had detail only where it would be seen.
Wallace’s ceramic figures are crafted from
the shapes of contemporary packaging and
discarded ephemera.
Wallace enjoys giving objects no longer
considered useful a part to play in her art
as a comment on green issues.
Wallace’s favourite place is the Aston’s
Eyot Nature Reserve, a 30-acre “island”
bordered by both the Thames and the
Cherwell previously a domestic dumping
ground for Victorian city dwellers. After
rainfall, the earth exposes previously
hidden objects, and each discovery
activates Wallace’s creative musings.
“Other transient objects like the plastic
packaging of today’s consumerist society
become our past immediately and I use
these too,” she explains.

THE WONDER OF WOOD
South Oxfordshire
Various
Visit Bates and Lambourne in Milton
Common and meet Josh Howard Saunders,
a furniture maker who has recently built a
replica chair for the newly open, restored
Jimi Hendrix flat in London. Over the past
few months he’s been working on a font and
other items for the Royal Marines’ Chapel at
Stonehouse Barracks in Plymouth. The font
contains a block of stone from the Rock of
Gibraltar which was delivered to Plymouth by
nuclear submarine.
His near neighbour Philip Koomen was
first acclaimed for the cutting edge design
from his Checkendon workshop 20 years
ago with a series of sculptural forms of
furniture which resulted in commissions
from Beatle George Harrison and Neil
Tennant of the Pet Shop Boys.
In Nuffield near Wallingford, Louise
Cropper has been designing and making
furniture since the 1980s, using marquetry,
the application of thin pieces of veneer to a
structure to form decorative patterns, designs
or pictures. Cropper first became interested in
woodwork at school.
“I was the first girl to take a woodwork
O-level, much to everyone’s consternation,”
she laughs. She was inspired to make
furniture with an illusionary element when
she realised that just by changing the
thickness of a line you can create an illusion
and give an image shape or depth. This
interest has led her to create straight-edged
cabinets that look curved and an impossible
steps cabinet inspired by Escher.
Neil Scott is showing at the Sylva Wood
centre in Little Wittenham which invites
visitors to see a variety of wood-based art from
a dozen artists and designer-makers. Much
of Scott’s wood comes from far flung and
exotic places – including timber from a forest
submerged in the Panama canal and teak that
was part of an old bridge in the Far East.
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LIZZIE WATERFIELD
The National Herb Centre,
Banbury Road, Warmington
OX17 1DF
May 21 to 30, 9am to 5pm
(Sunday 10.30am to 5pm)
Artist and print-maker Lizzie
Waterfield was eight when she
first read Louise May Alcott’s
classic Little Women, adoring the
March family, and in particular
the feisty daughter Jo.
“I persuaded my school friends
to spend their break times acting
it out and was even allowed to
miss maths every Friday to write
out my dialogue so the class
could perform the play to the
school. This was disastrous for
my ability to do times-tables but
fantastic for my love of reading

and for creating things for
other people to enjoy,” laughs
Waterfield.
“My favourite characters
were always gutsy, determined
girls, and so although I
loved fairytales, I was always
disappointed that the heroines
were generally admired for
beautiful blonde hair or tiny
feet rather than their deeds.”
Waterfield decided to
challenge this stereotype
which is how her handmade
book – How to be a Fairytale
Princess came about. The
series of collage images has
wry captions to accompany
each along the lines of
“Show no intelligence” and
“Wait to be rescued”.

IRENE TYACK
Brookfield Farm, Church Westcote OX7 6SJ
May 21 to 30, 10am to 5pm (Sunday 10am
to 4pm)
Drive North from Burford into the Cotswolds
and before long you’ll spot a bold banana
yellow car in a field on the edge of the road,
signalling that the Yellow Hat Tribe Art
Gallery at Brookfield Ostrich Farm is open.
This rather off-beat and playful parking
is the gateway to the Yellow Hat Tribe, an
imaginary group of people who sprang from

the imagination of painter Irene Tyack 18
years ago and have filled canvas after canvas
with colour, humour, energy and life ever since.
Tyack began painting at the age of 50
inspired by her South African husband’s
tales of his adventures abroad. Tyack rarely
leaves the UK, preferring, she says, to travel
in her imagination which is clearly full of
exotic lands with deserts and palm trees.
Now a celebrated artist, she has a waiting
list snaking back like an airport queue and
prices topping £20,000 for a large original.

STEPHANIE MONTEATH
The Garden Studio, 39 Robsart Place,
Cumnor OX2 9QT
May 14, 15, 18 and 20 to 22, 11am to 6pm
Fashion and fabric designer Stephanie
Monteath specialises in textile print and
embroidery works with a variety of silks
and velvets combining digital print tools
with physical approaches such as handpainted foil detail reminiscent of illuminated
manuscripts.
“Oxford and the Cotswolds have been
sources of inspiration for my creative
practice for many years. Steeped in history
and wonderful architecture, the eclectic mix
of neoclassical and the medieval provides
continual stimuli for my designs: a tile
here, a window there, even in the way that
plants rest against the Headington stone in
Oxford’s Botanical Garden,” says Monteath.
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VICTORIA GODDARD
10 Blandford Avenue, Oxford OX2 8DY
May 7 to 15, various times
Victoria Goddard is a jewellery-maker who
learned her trade in Florence and whose
lustrous silver-based designs incorporate
sparkling gemstones or a translucent
enamelled finish so her finished pieces are
delicate and colourful, like mini stained-glass
windows. She is particularly well-known
for using the delicate pierced work known
as “traforo” in Italian and has always been

inspired by the Tudor era.
“Most recently I have also been working
on an Indian Garden theme, inspired by a
couple of trips to India,’ says Goddard. “It’s
a place which always fascinated me.”
During Artweeks, her creations can be
seen in North Oxford alongside oil and
watercolour paintings by her mother Muriel
Mallows, an acclaimed professional artist for
50 years whose pictures of flowers and small
objects share the same striking gem-like
colour palette.
TOM CROFT
32 Home Close, Wolvercote, Oxford OX2 8PS
May 7 to 10 and 12 to 15, 11am to 6pm
Tom Croft is a portrait painter in Wolvercote
who pins big names to canvas and board,
each portrait taking two to three weeks to
complete in his garden studio.
“Recently I painted the Reverend Libby
Lane, who was the first woman to become
a Church of England bishop,” he says. “This
portrait, which was commissioned by St
Peter’s College Oxford where she studied,
will be the first portrait of a woman to hang
on their walls alongside portraits of men
down the centuries.”
Croft’s recent work includes paintings
of David Beckham and Wayne Rooney for
Manchester United whom he painted from
photos from the football club’s archives.
“Normally I work from a combination of
sittings as well as taking lots of photos,”
he says.
Croft also painted the Prince William
portrait for the sign that swings above the
Duke of Cambridge cocktail bar in Little
Clarendon Street. “We had to have his
permission to use the Prince’s face,” says
Croft. “Now tourists come and take photos.
At Christmas, I even added a festive Santa
Claus beard.”

l For more details about Artweeks see artweeks.org

LIZZIE HURST
St Barnabas
Church, Cardigan
Street, Jericho,
Oxford OX2 6BG
May 7, 8 and 10
to 15, noon to
6pm (Thursday
noon to 8pm)
St Barnabas
Church was built
in the Victorian
era and was
closely associated
with the Pre-Raphaelite movement: the inside
of the church boasts an array of original art
worth seeing in its own right and for Artweeks
the aisles burst into life with contemporary
work by jewellers, glass artists, print-makers,
painters and more than a dozen ceramicists.
One of them is textile artist, fashion
accessory and hat designer Lizzie Hurst, who
is inspired by nature and loves experimenting
with a combination of fabrics and different
materials. Her latest contemporary headpiece
was inspired by a celestial universe, delicate
yellows edged with white “heat”. “The planets
are always moving,” explains Hurst, “and so
they are represented by the swirl of fabric
surrounding the central sun which appears to
move fluidly as the wearer passes by.”

JOHN BLANDY
Overford Farm, Wytham OX2 8QN
May 7 to 15, 11am to 6pm
The changing banks of the Seacourt stream
which runs from Botley to Wytham is the
subject of an intriguing exhibition in a beautiful
farm setting. Pastel artist John Blandy has
been painting in Wytham since 1974, using the
bank of this river as his outdoor studio.
“Back then, the banks of the stream were
almost clear of trees,” he recalls. “Painting
the same scene from the same spot over the
years has a certain logic. It enables me to see
through the work how the place changes from
day to day, year on year.”
Blandy’s finished works are semi-abstract,
and provide a collection of moments.
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